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Abstract

A considerable amount of research in case-based reasoning (CBR) has recently focused on
conversational CBR as a means of providing more effective support for interactive problem solving.
We review progress made to date and identify challenges that remain to be addressed.

1 Introduction

In many case-based reasoning (CBR) applications, a complete description of the target problem is
assumed to be available in advance. This is an unrealistic assumption in domains such as interactive
fault diagnosis, where it is natural for users to provide only a brief initial description of the problem.
Often the user can also provide the results of simple tests, but cannot be expected to provide a
complete description of the problem, as this may require an unreasonable amount of time, or
involve difficult or expensive tests that the user is unable or reluctant to perform.

In conversational CBR (CCBR), a query describing a target problem is incrementally elicited in
an interactive dialogue with the user, often with the aim of minimizing the number of questions the
user is asked before a solution is reached (Aha et al., 2001;McSherry, 2002a). An initial query based
on the user’s brief description of the problem in free text may instead be incrementally extended in
the problem solving dialogue. In each dialogue cycle, the user is shown any cases with an
above-threshold similarity to the current query and invited to select from a list of questions ranked
in order of usefulness (e.g., their ability to discriminate between competing cases). Alternatively, the
user may be directly asked the most useful question, and if she is unable to answer that question,
the dialogue moves on to the next most useful question as determined by the system’s question
selection strategy.

At any stage, the user can terminate the dialogue by selecting the solution of a displayed case as
the solution to the target problem. Otherwise, the dialogue continues until some predefined
termination criteria are satisfied. At this point, the solution for the most similar case is presented as
the proposed solution to the target problem. Yang et al. (1997) describe a CCBR approach to
configuration in which the user can adapt a proposed solution through a constraint satisfaction
process. More typically, there is no need for adaptation in CCBR, although a minimum level of
similarity may be required of the retrieved case on which a proposed solution is based.

CCBR was pioneered by Inference Corporation, who marketed a series of CCBR shells (e.g.,
CBR Express, k-Commerce) that targeted the help desk and related customer support market.
Many papers describe success stories involving these products, often focusing on cost savings due



to decreased call volume and related measures (e.g., Acorn & Walden, 1992;Nguyen et al., 1993).
Buoyed by Inference’s success, other companies began marketing CCBR-related products. For
example, eGain purchased Inference and now markets the eGain Guided Help product, while
CaseBank Technologies applies CCBR to the diagnosis of jet engines and other complex
equipment, processes, and systems (Gupta, 1998).

Much of the research discussed in this commentary focuses on CCBR as an approach to
interactive problem solving in domains such as helpdesk support, fault diagnosis, and product
recommendation (e.g., Göker et al., 1998;McSherry, 2001a; Ricci et al., 2002).Other contributions
have investigated the integration of CCBR with other problem-solving methodologies and its
deployment in multi-agent systems. For example, Muñoz-Avila et al.’s (1999, 2001)HICAP system
uses CCBR to assist users with decomposing individual tasks in a hierarchical generative planner.
This complements the planner’s ability to autonomously apply other task decomposition methods.
Giampapa & Sycara (2001) demonstrate the ability of Aha et al.’s (2001) NaCoDAE, a generic
CCBR shell, to proactively dialogue with other agents in a goal directed approach to information
gathering. McSherry (2005a) examines the potential role of CCBR in a multi-agent approach to
product recommendation in which a local recommendation failure triggers a referral of the user’s
query to other recommender agents.

In Section 2, we review recent developments in case representation, acquisition, and maintenance
in CCBR. In Section 3, we turn our attention to the management of CCBR dialogues and related
issues such as question selection, dialogue inferencing, and dialogue termination. Our conclusions
are presented in Section 4.

2 Case representation, acquisition, and maintenance

In this section, we focus initially on aspects of case representation that are specific to CCBR and
then go on to examine related developments in case acquisition and maintenance.

2.1 Case representation

Previous problems are stored with their solutions in the case library of a CCBR system and
retrieved in response to an often incomplete query describing the target problem as a set of
Kquestion, answerL pairs. A case’s problem description is typically represented in a similar way,
although other approaches have been investigated. In taxonomic CCBR, for example, relevant
domain features (e.g., test results) are arranged in feature taxonomies in which levels of abstraction
are explicitly represented by subsumption links (Gupta, 2001).Cases need only reference features
at a taxonomy’s leaf nodes because, by definition, a parent feature must appear in all the cases in
which any of its children appear. This taxonomic representation of cases is designed to address
problems often associated with the use of different levels of abstraction to describe case features. It
also plays an important role in question selection by focusing conversations on questions that lead
downwards in the taxonomies.

In more recent work, Gu & Aamodt (2005)describe a function that maps concepts to questions,
where concepts are represented as nodes in a semantic network. This enables relations among case
features to be inferred more easily in a CCBR system. In a similar vein, Shimazu (1999)describes
a mapping from scripts to the features used to describe cases.

It is common in CCBR case libraries for each solution (or class) to be represented by a single
case. Such a case library is said to be irreducible in that the deletion of any case means that its
solution is no longer represented (McSherry, 2001b). A heterogeneous case structure is also typical
in domains such as fault diagnosis, where tests may be applicable only in certain types of faults
(Aha et al., 2001).McSherry (2002b) investigates the effects of retrieval based on incomplete queries
on the separability of cases in an irreducible case library.
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2.2 Case acquisition and maintenance

Contributions that aim to reduce the overheads traditionally associated with case acquisition and
maintenance in CCBR include the use of formal approaches to knowledge modeling such as KADS
to validate manually constructed case libraries (Trott & Leng, 1997)and approaches to automate
case acquisition and maintenance tasks. Racine & Yang (1997)present automated techniques for
detecting inconsistent and redundant cases, while Gupta & Aha (2004)describe a semi-automated
approach to acquiring CCBR case indices from text documents. Aha & Breslow (1997)investigate
an automated approach to revising CCBR case libraries in line with case authoring guidelines. Their
case revision tool, Clire, transforms cases to a decision tree representation and then edits the tree
before extracting the revised cases.

Zhang & Yang (1999)describe an algorithm for tuning feature weights based on user feedback
on the relative ranking of cases. They report that their algorithm, inspired by the error
back-propagation procedure, converges quickly enough to enable it to be trained for use in
practical settings. Weber et al. (2004, 2005)describe a CCBR system called CBRFlow that assists
workflow management by enabling users to capture and reuse cases representing exceptions to
workflow rules in reference to process schemas. Exceptions that frequently recur can be used to
guide case abstraction.

3 Problem-solving dialogues

We focus in this section on issues related to the management of problem-solving dialogues in
CCBR. Examples of CCBR (and related) systems and tools that support some of the features
mentioned in our discussion are given in Table 1. While focusing on incremental query elicitation,
CCBR does not impose a specific interface modality for interactive problem solving. One
alternative to question answering and visual presentation of solutions via a standard GUI is to
wrap the CCBR tool within a speech processing component. For example, the Adaptive Place
Advisor (Thompson et al., 2004) is an in-car recommender system for travel destinations that
converses with the driver through spoken dialogue.

3.1 Question selection

Aha & Breslow (1997) propose an approach to question selection/ranking in NaCoDAE which
takes account of the heterogeneity of cases that is typical in domains such as fault diagnosis.
Questions are ranked according to their frequency of occurrence in the cases that are most similar
to the current query. In the context of knowledge-intensive CCBR, Gupta et al. (2002)report that
their taxonomic approach to question selection significantly reduces the average number of
questions required for case retrieval. More recently, Gu & Aamodt (2005) describe an approach
that uses meta-level relations to constrain question rankings.

Carrick et al. (1999)propose an approach to question selection in CaseAdvisor that is designed
to address the trade-off between the quality of the information obtainable by asking a question and
the cost of obtaining the information (e.g., by consulting an external information source). Question
selection in CBR Strategist (McSherry, 2001a) is inspired by the hypothetico-deductive reasoning
strategies used by doctors, such as confirming a target diagnosis or eliminating a competing
diagnosis. An important benefit is that the relevance of any question can be explained in terms of
the purpose for which it was selected.

Several CCBR systems have used information gain as a basis for question selection (Göker et al.,
1998; Shimazu et al., 2001; Yang & Wu, 2001; Thompson et al., 2004). As in demand-driven
approaches to inductive retrieval (McSherry, 1995;Smyth & Cunningham, 1995;Friedman et al.,
1996),questions are selected dynamically in an interactive problem-solving dialogue, and the user’s
answers guide the construction of a path in a virtual decision tree. McSherry (2001b) shows that a
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simplified measure of information gain can be applied to irreducible case libraries and tends to be
more effective than some other measures of question usefulness in reducing the length of CCBR
dialogues. However, several authors have questioned the suitability of information gain as a basis
for question selection in CCBR recommender systems (e.g., Kohlmaier et al., 2001; McSherry,
2003).One alternative to information gain is the simVar measure proposed by Kohlmaier et al.
(2001).Instead, McSherry (2003, 2005a,b) proposes a goal-driven approach to question selection in
which the relevance of questions the user is asked can be explained in terms of the system’s strategy
of confirming a target case as the recommended case.

3.2 Dialogue inferencing

Dialogue inferencing involves the use of knowledge-intensive processes to automatically extend a
partially elicited query, for example by inferring the answers to certain questions from information
already provided in the course of a CCBR dialogue. As well as helping to reduce the length of

Table 1 Example CCBR (and related) systems and tools

System/Tool Description Features

Adaptive Place Advisor
(Thompson et al., 2004)

CCBR + Spoken dialogue interface
Recommender System + Question selection based on

information gain
+ Dialogue operators
+ Query relaxation

CaseAdvisor
(Carrick et al., 1999)

CCBR Tool for Fault Diagnosis + Free text entry of problem
descriptions

+ Cost sensitive question selection
+ Automated information gathering

CBR Strategist
(McSherry, 2001a)

CCBR Tool for Fault Diagnosis + Goal driven dialogue
+ Explanation of question relevance

ExpertClerk
(Shimazu et al., 2001)

CCBR Tool for Knowledge Space
Mentoring

+ Question selection based on
information gain

+ Script-based indexing of cases
NaCoDAE

(Aha et al., 2001)
Generic CCBR Shell + Free text entry of problem

descriptions
+ Ranking of questions based on

frequency of occurrence in competing
cases

+ Dialogue inferencing
Sermo Conversational Recommender + Dialogue grammar

(Bridge, 2002) System + Query relaxation

ShowMe
(McSherry, 2004)

Conversational Recommender
System

+ Explanation of query failure
+ Incremental query relaxation

TCRS
(Gupta et al., 2002)

Taxonomic CCBR Tool + Taxonomic representation of cases
and focusing of conversations

+ Dialogue inferencing
Top Case CCBR Recommender System + Goal driven dialogue

(McSherry, 2005b) + Explanation of question relevance
+ Solution justification
+ Dominance criteria for dialogue

termination
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problem-solving dialogues, this is important to avoid question choices that may reduce user
confidence in the system. While some commercial tools support a rule-based approach to dialogue
inferencing, maintaining the manually encoded rules is a challenging problem. Aha et al. (1998)
describe a model-based approach that significantly improves conversational efficiency while
requiring only the maintenance of a relatively concise domain model. Carrick et al. (1999)describe
the use of hierarchical task network plans to support information gathering activities in
CaseAdvisor. The meta-relations used by Gu & Aamodt (2005) to guide question ranking also
support a dialogue inferencing process that enables queries to be updated automatically.

3.3 Dialogue termination

An effective question selection strategy may help to avoid questions that seem irrelevant to users.
However, a CCBR system should also recognize when the dialogue can be safely terminated while
avoiding commitment to a sub-optimal solution. Often, in practice, the dialogue is discontinued
when the similarity of any case reaches a predefined threshold, or maximum information gain is less
than a predefined level, or the set of competing cases has been reduced to a manageable size (Doyle
& Cunningham, 2000;Aha et al., 2001;Kohlmaier et al., 2001).However, approaches that rely on
arbitrary thresholds ignore the possibility that a better solution might be found if the dialogue is
allowed to continue. Instead, the recommendation dialogue in Top Case (McSherry, 2005b) is
terminated only when it is certain that the outcome will be the same regardless of any user
preferences that remain unknown. This enables recommendations to be justified on the grounds that
the user’s unknown preferences cannot affect the outcome. The system’s dialogue termination
criteria, like its question selection strategy, are defined in terms of case dominance with respect to
the current query (McSherry, 2003).

3.4 Dialogue grammars

There is increasing interest in the study of grammars that specify the set of dialogue operators
available to the system and user in a CCBR system (Gupta & Aha, 2003).The Adaptive Place
Advisor (Thompson et al., 2004)combines question selection based on information gain with an
adaptive user model to provide personalized recommendations. Legal dialogue moves are expressed
in terms of operators such as a request to remove a constraint from the user’s query when there are
no matching cases. Bridge (2002) instead explores the use of a dialogue grammar, inspired by
conversational analysis, to specify the set of legal dialogue moves in a conversation, thereby ensuring
local dialogue coherence. In contrast, Branting et al. (2004) use augmented transition networks
along with a stack-based dialogue manager to identify how to respond to user speech acts. Their
discourse-oriented dialogue engine also supports the integration of CCBR with other problem
solving methodologies. COBBER (Gómez-Gauchía et al., 2005) is a recent framework that
accounts for user variability during a CCBR dialogue. It models conversation strategies using
causal loops, and adapts to a user’s cognitive state and skills.

3.5 Query relaxation

In CCBR recommender systems, the user’s requirements may be treated initially as constraints that
must be satisfied (Bridge, 2002).Typically the approach relies on query relaxation to recover from
query failures that occur when there is no case that exactly matches the user’s query. For example,
query failures in the Adaptive Place Advisor (Thompson et al., 2004)trigger a recovery process in
which the selection of a constraint to be eliminated from the unsuccessful query is based on the
system’s current understanding of the user’s personal preferences. In Ricci et al.’s (2002)Intelligent
Travel Recommender, the user is told how many results she will get, if any, by eliminating each of
the constraints in her query. McSherry (2004)instead proposes an approach to recovery from query
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failure in which there is no assumption that recovery is possible by eliminating a single constraint.
An explanation of what went wrong with the user’s query is followed by an incremental relaxation
process in which the user is guided in the selection of one or more constraints to be eliminated from
her query.

4 Conclusions

We have focused in this commentary on contributions that highlight potential benefits of CCBR in
providing more effective support for interactive problem solving. While considerable progress has
been made, some important challenges remain to be addressed. For example, the need for more
reliable criteria for terminating problem-solving dialogues has only recently been recognized. While
recent work has emphasized the importance of CCBR systems having the ability to explain their
reasoning, this remains a topic that has received relatively little attention. There has also been
relatively little work on using background knowledge to guide conversations. More expressive case
representations for capturing relations among objects in a decision problem are also needed to
support dialogue inferencing more effectively. Finally, although a few researchers have begun to
investigate CCBR approaches that proactively contribute to the problem-solving process, this
remains a relatively open research topic.
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